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Introduction 

The Newcastle Fund is Newcastle City Council’s grant programme for voluntary and community 
sector organisations in Newcastle. This guidance sets out the process for applying to the 
thirteenth round of the Fund for activity delivered from April 2023 to March 2024. You can read 
more about the Fund in the Newcastle Fund Round 13 Prospectus. 

Core Purpose 

The Newcastle Fund exists to support the voluntary and community sector to harness the 
energy and assets that exist in our communities and unlock (often untapped) potential to 
improve wellbeing and reduce inequalities. 

By assets we mean ‘any factor or resource which enhances the ability of individuals, communities 
and populations to maintain and sustain health and wellbeing. These assets can operate at the 
level of the individual, family or community as protective and promoting factors to buffer against 
life’s stresses.’ (Morgan, 2009 cited in I&DeA, 2010). 

What we will fund 

Newcastle Fund round 13 will continue to support residents and communities through core 
priorities to build individual and community resilience and improve health and wellbeing.  

Build communities. For example, by: 

• helping to create a stronger sense of community, a richer environment and a robust local 
economy, inspiring others to positively develop the places in which they live 

• actively developing local people and making best use of the many assets for wellbeing and 
social and economic development that already exist in communities 

• recognising building people’s often untapped skills, strengths, aspirations and networks, 
enabling them to be active in improving their own and others’ wellbeing and health. 

• supporting inclusive, cultural opportunities which are fundamental to the character of our city. 

Improve individuals’ lives. For example, by: 

• preventing loss of independence and minimising need for higher cost or crisis interventions 

• reducing loneliness and isolation or exclusion 

• helping people to regain confidence and connect to their communities 

• maximising and protecting the wellbeing of vulnerable people 

Improve mental and emotional wellbeing. For example, by: 

• building wellbeing and health awareness so that people can take control over and improve 
their lives 

• developing skills and support for people to access income, somewhere to live, freedom from 
excessive debt, and employment opportunities 

• enabling young people to have a good start in life 

We recognise the increased pressures on voluntary and community sector organisations as a 
result of the pandemic, and would like to emphasize that the Fund will continue to invite 
funding requests for organisational core costs and for new or existing activity costs, to protect 
and sustain vital VCSE activity in communities. 

Key to recovery will be activity that supports and develops active citizens, enabling communities 
to design, develop and deliver solutions that empower people through new ways of working. This 
is ever more important as the city continues to face very significant challenges through sustained 
cuts to public spending and changes to the welfare system. 

Round 13 welcomes applications from organisations for activities that support Newcastle’s 
ambition to be a fairer city, addressing inequality and embracing the potential for individuals or 
communities to reach their full potential.  
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What we will not fund 

x Organisations that are not constituted community organisations, registered charities or social 
enterprises. 

x Organisations that do not meet the eligibility criteria in the application form 
x Activity outside the Newcastle City Council area or activity which targets beneficiaries who are 

not Newcastle residents. 
x Costs or activities before 1 April 2023 or after 31 March 2024.  
x Costs associated with submitting an application. 
x Organisations which do not have an organisational bank account requiring at least two 

signatories. 
x Bid submissions over £50,000 per year 

Other Council Funding and alternative funding routes 

The Council also devolves funding for neighbourhood activities to our ward committees, via 
decisions taken in public by elected Councillors. If your activity is small and focused on specific 
neighbourhoods, you should apply to the relevant ward committee for Ward Funding rather than 
to the Newcastle Fund. 

You can access information on a wide range of other funding opportunities for VCSE 
organisations in Newcastle, by visiting Connected Voice website funding pages. 

The Application Process 

Applications must be completed and submitted online and can be accessed via The Newcastle 
Fund web page. PLEASE NOTE THAT PAPER SUBMISSIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 

  
Applications must be submitted by 12 noon on 2 September 2022. We will acknowledge 
receipt of your application form with an email and give you a unique reference number. 
Any submissions received after the deadline will not be considered. 
Tips for completing an application 

• Read the application guidance carefully 
• Ensure you provide clear and detailed information but do not exceed the stated word limits 
• Do not assume assessors will be familiar with your organisation or activity 
• Do not leave any sections blank (unless specified in the application form) 
• Provide the information asked for in the correct place in the application form 
• Ensure relevant information is contained in your answer to each question, even if you have to 

repeat yourself 
• Supply only the information that is asked for on the application form at this stage 
• Do not include tables, graphics, appendices or web links.  

The following guidance refers to sections of the application form: 

1. Eligibility checklist 

✓ Organisations must meet all requirements set out in the eligibility section of the application 
form (Section 1) to be considered for funding.   

✓ Your organisation must have appropriate Health and Safety and Safeguarding 
Policies/procedures in place to protect service users, public, staff and volunteers. You must 
have an Equality and Diversity Policy. Your policies must have been reviewed in the last three 
years and comply with current legislation. 

✓ Your organisation must hold valid Insurance certificates. 

✓ If your proposed activity involves working with young people or vulnerable adults, staff must 
hold a valid DBS check certificate before 1st April 2022. 

https://www.newcastle.gov.uk/get-involved/doing-more-in-your-city/grants-and-funding
https://www.connectedvoice.org.uk/services/support-and-development/funding
https://www.newcastle.gov.uk/services/communities-and-neighbourhoods/newcastle-fund
https://www.newcastle.gov.uk/services/communities-and-neighbourhoods/newcastle-fund
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✓ You must have an Environmental Policy. Or commit to developing and implementing such a 
policy within the first six months of your activity.  

The Council’s commissioned VCS infrastructure support services provider, Connected Voice, can 
support your organisation to develop any of the above. 

2. Organisation Details 

This section is used to contribute towards determining whether your organisation’s governance is 
appropriate to manage the activity you propose in your application.  

If you are completing a joint application as a partnership, you must provide details of the 
partnership and how you will work together.  You must also advise if the partnership is a 
formalised arrangement, by formalised we mean that the arrangement has been formally 
constituted.  You must also provide details for the lead organisation (the accountable body).  

Equalities profiling information is used for Fund monitoring purposes only. 

3. About your proposed activity 

Clearly and concisely describe what your proposed activity will deliver, and how it contributes to 
ONE of the 3 Newcastle Fund aims. Remember, assessors may not be familiar with your work or 
your organisation. 

Consider how evidence can demonstrate the need for your activity, from community consultation 
to local and national research. Tell us how you are using and building local assets in your activity 
– this could be buildings and resources or residents’ skills and experience. 

Be clear how your activity links to or complements other activity in the area without duplicating it. 
Tell us if you can work in partnership with another organisation to deliver similar activity. 

Most Newcastle Fund grants are awarded for one year and the average award amount is around 
£22,000. This is because demand for the Fund always far exceeds the amount of funding 
available, and we try to fund as many applications as we can.  

4. About your capacity 

Tell us how the structure, experience, skills and knowledge of your team will enable you to deliver 
your activity. Include volunteers and opportunities for community involvement in your response. 

5. Activity Outcomes 

Outcomes are the changes that your activity can make over time to address the need(s) you have 
identified. They are the result of what you do, rather than the activities or services you provide. 

Define up to three key outcomes you expect to achieve. Outcomes must be SMART: 

Specific – tightly defined, relating directly to the issue being addressed 
Measurable – records the situation at the start of the period and at the end 
Achievable – can be achieved within the timescale of the activity 
Relevant – has a strong connection to priorities and activities 
Timebound – sets specific time periods 

6. Beneficiaries 

Provide the number of beneficiaries for your activity in each financial year you have applied for. 
This should be unique individuals, so if your activity will support the same individuals on multiple 
occasions, only count them once in each financial year. 

7. Activity/Project budget 

Provide consistent figures in your application, specifying the nature of your expenditure. Where 
appropriate, include VAT in the expenditure item, not separately. If you are unsure about 
categories of expenditure that should include VAT, please take advice before completing the 
application form.  
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There is no requirement for match funding for your application, but we may look more favourably 
upon applications that can demonstrate how our grant will be used to attract additional resources 
(either cash or in-kind) to supplement the activity and maximise the value of the Newcastle Fund 
contribution. In-kind match funding should be represented as a monetary value. If your bid is 
successful, you will have to provide evidence of the match funding you have indicated.   

The Newcastle Fund always receives more applications than it can support. Tell us how scaling 
down your funding request by 10%, 25%, and 50% would impact your activity and outcomes. 
Please carefully consider the impact this would have on your activity delivery model.  

8. Declaration 
If your bid is successful, the application form will be part of a legally binding agreement between 
the lead organisation (applicant) and Newcastle City Council. Ensure that the declaration is 
completed by someone authorised to sign on behalf of the lead organisation (applicant). An 
electronic declaration is sufficient at application stage.  

The Council is obliged to comply with the UK’s new Subsidy Control Rules. Before a grant can be 
made, an assessment will be conducted to determine whether it should be considered a subsidy. 
In the application form you will be required to confirm whether the funding you are requesting is 
on a cost recovery basis only. If you confirm that your funding exceeds cost recovery and entails 
an element of profit beyond market rates, you will be required to confirm the level of subsidy or de 
minimis State aid received by your organisation in the past 3 fiscal years. This will determine 
whether the grant can be made. 

If your bid is successful, we will then require a signed version of the Newcastle Fund Terms and 
Conditions. 

The Assessment Process 

We will assess all applications that meet the eligibility criteria. Your proposed activity will be 
scored using the framework below:  

Criteria Weighting % 

Link to Newcastle Fund aims (Q3.5)  16.7 

Building on community assets (Q3.7) 7.4  

Addressing needs (Q3.7) 9.3  

Project legacy (Q3.8) 5.6  

Capacity to deliver (Q3.9) 11.1  

Measuring outcomes (Q4.1 – 4.3) 20.4  

Value for money (Q5.1-5.2, 6.1-6.3) 7.4  

Strategic fit with theme answered in question 3.5 (Q3,4,5,6) 11.1  

Overview of the project priority linked to service area (Q3,4,5,6) 11.1  

We use an Assessment Tool to score applications as objectively and transparently as possible. 
Scores are then presented to the Newcastle Fund Assessment Panel who make final 
recommendations for applications to receive funding. 

 

Terms and Conditions of Grant 

Grants are awarded subject to due diligence checks. Organisations must submit: 

• Up-to-date audited accounts (for the last two years) or where appropriate, their independently 
examined equivalent for one year plus a statement of your current turnover, profit/loss and 
cash-flow position 

• Public liability and employer’s liability insurance policies 
• A safeguarding policy 
• A health and safety policy 
• An equality and diversity policy 
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• A governing document (such as Articles of Association or your constitution)  
• An environmental policy (or a commitment that one will be developed within the first six-

months of the activity) 

Newly formed organisations are not excluded from applying if they do not have two years of 
audited accounts but will be required to submit a statement of the organisation’s current turnover, 
profit and loss and cash flow position.  

The Council is under no obligation to pay the grant unless the applicant complies with the 
conditions of the grant offer letter and may reduce, suspend or withhold the grant, or require all or 
part of the grant to be repaid if they judge the performance of the activity to be unsatisfactory, or 
the applicant fails to comply with the terms and conditions set out in the offer letter.  

Award 

Your offer letter contains the terms and conditions of your grant, the level of funding awarded and 
output requirements. You are also required to produce and submit the documents and polices as 
listed above relating to your organisation. 

Monitoring and payments 

Payment arrangements are made in line with The Newcastle Compact between the City Council 
and the VCS. Payments will be made in instalments, dependent on the amount of the overall 
grant.  

Grants up to £4,999 will be paid in one instalment 
Grants between £5,000 and £9,999 will be paid in two instalments  
Grants of £10,000 and over will be paid in four instalments 

In return for payment, we expect to receive monitoring information on funded activity. Monitoring 
requirements are also dependent on the amount of the overall grant. 

Grants up to £9,999 require annual monitoring information 
Grant between £10,000 and £29,999 require six-monthly monitoring information 
Grants of £30,000 and over require quarterly monitoring information 

The monitoring information you submit not only tells us about the important work you are doing, 
but also enables us to understand the collective impact of the Newcastle Fund on the city.    

Commitment to transparency 

In line with our commitment to transparency and openness, the Council will publish details of 
applications to the fund (name of organisation and activity description only) and of successful 
applications (further including the amount of grant awarded).  

Unsuccessful applicants can request feedback on why their application was not funded. Details of 
this process are contained in the letters notifying applicants of the outcome of their application. 

 
 

https://www.newcastle.gov.uk/our-city/newcastle-compact

